






The following notebook cross-reference has been included to facilitate access to 
the original spectroscopic data obtained for the compounds presented in this thesis. For 
each compound, both hardcopy and electronic characterization folders have been created 
that contain copies of the original 1H NMR, 13C NMR, and IR spectra. All notebooks and 
spectral data are stored in the Stoltz archives. 
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Table A8.1  Compounds Appearing in Chapter 3: Computational and Synthetic 
Validation of a Wolff/Cope Approach to the Synthesis of Ineleganolide 







































JLR-III-145c JLR-III-145p2 JLR-III-145 JLR-III-159 
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Table A8.2  Compounds Appearing in Chapter 4: Palladium-Catalyzed Enantioselective 
Alkylation 





























































MS-I-259 MS-I-259 MS-I-259 MS-I-259 
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MS-I-295a-2 MS-I-295a MS-I-295a MS-I-295a 
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JLR-XV-205a4 JLR-XV-205a3 MS-III-79a MS-III-79a 
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MS-II-159d   MS-II-159 
 
































































































































































































































































MS-III-95a MS-III-95a MS-III-95a MS-III-95a MS-III-95a 
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Table A8.3  Compounds Appearing in Chapter 5: Progress Toward an Enantioselective 
Synthesis of Ineleganolide 




















































































JLR-XIII-049c JLR-XIII-049c JLR-XIII-049d JLR-XIII-049 
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JLR-IXX-189a JLR-IXX-189a4 JLR-IXX-115 JLR-IXX-189a 
 
  
 
